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ABSTRACT 

 
Social media platforms are witnessing a significant growth in both size and purpose. One specific aspect of social 

media platforms is sentiment analysis, by which insights into the emotions and feelings of a person can be inferred 

from their posted text. Research related to sentiment analysis is acquiring substantial interest as it is a promising 

filed that can improve user experience and provide countless personalized services. Twitter is one of the most 

popular social media platforms, it has users from different regions with a variety of cultures and languages. It can 

thus provide valuable information for a diverse and large amount of data to be used to improve decision making. In 

this paper, the sentiment orientation of the textual features and emoji-based components is studied targeting 

“Tweets” and comments posted in Arabic on Twitter, during the 2018 world cup event. This study also measures the 

significance of analyzing texts including or excluding emojis. The data is obtained from thousands of extracted 

tweets, to find the results of sentiment analysis for texts and emojis separately. Results show that emojis support the 

sentiment orientation of the texts and that texts or emojis cannot separately provide reliable information as they 

complement each other to give the intended meaning. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Opinion mining has become an important research area for understanding people’s opinions on a matter by 

analyzing a huge amount of data. Emotions play a very important role not only in your personal life but in business 

as well.  Billions of internet users express their thoughts about various online services or products using social 

networking sites, forums, or popular reviews sites. The positive feedback of the people is valuable not only for 

companies to analyze their customers’ satisfaction and the monitoring of competitors but is also very useful for 

consumers who want to research a service or a product prior to buying that product. The real world challenge for 

today and it's a problem that I see all the time that companies want to do we want to take tweets about a brand and 

classify them as positive or negative so there is a need to build a classifier that can look at more tweets about 

products and say if they're positive or negative. 

This paper presents the results of several machine learning algorithms for classifying Facebook, Twitter, and Yelp 

reviews using opinion mining and natural language processing techniques. The large number of user-generated 

reviews and ratings for restaurants, businesses and service providers are classified as either positive or negative or 

neutral with respect to the star ratings and reviews. 
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2. LITRATURE REVIEW 
 

Past work regarding opinion mining classification using machine learning techniques in determining if the overall 

sentiment of a review is positive or negative used IMDB movie reviews as data. The authors use a unigram model 

and Naïve Bayes, and SVM to perform the opinion mining and achieve 81% accuracy. their outcomes beat the 

strategy dependent on human labeled highlights . 

Hu et al. perform the opinion mining of a document at a sentence level instead of the whole document and extract 

features on which opinions have been expressed, detecting opinion words by proposing a technique that uses 

WordNet lexical database. For each feature, the related sentence is included into negative or positive categories and 

computes a total count. The highlights are positioned by the recurrence of the appearance in the reviews. The 

authors provide a feature-based summary of reviews of online product .  

 

 

3. PURPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
                      Figure 1  System Architecture 

 

Sentiment analysis also called opinion Mining is a process of finding user's opinion towards a service or a product. 

Sentiment mining concludes whether text review is negative, positive about product, service etc.  sentimental and 

summarization process involve three steps, first is Retrieval of Opinions, Opinion Classification and Opinion 

Summarization.  Review is retrieved from review websites. Opinion text in forums, reviews, comments etc. contains 

subjective information about topic, product, or service. Reviews classified as positive or negative or neutral review.  

The final summary is generated based on features opinion sentences by considering frequent features about that 

product or service.  

4. APPLICATION OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

Sentiment Analysis has many applications in various Fields. 

1.Applications that use Reviewsfrom Websites:  

Today Internet has a large collection of reviews and feedbacks on almost everything. This includes product reviews, 

feedbacks on political issues, comments about services, etc. Thus there is a need for a sentiment analysis system that 

can extract sentiments about a particular product or services. It will help us to automate in provision of feedback or 

rating for the given product, item, etc. This would serve the needs of both the users and the vendors.  

 

2.Applications as a Sub-component Technology:  

A sentiment predictor system can be helpful in recommender systems as well. The recommender system will not 

recommend items that receive a lot of negative feedback or fewer ratings. In online communication, we come across 

abusive language and other negative elements. These can be detected simply by identifying a highly negative 

sentiment and correspondingly taking action against it.  

 

3. Applications in Business Intelligence: 

 It has been observed that people nowadays tend to look upon reviews of products which are available online before 

they buy them. And for many businesses, the online opinion decides the success or failure of their product. Thus, 
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Sentiment Analysis plays an important role in businesses. Businesses also wish to extract sentiment from the online 

reviews in order to improve their products and in turn their reputation and help in customer satisfaction. 

 

4. Applications across Domains:  

Recent researches in sociology and other fields like medical, sports have also been benefitted by Sentiment Analysis 

that show trends in human emotions especially on social media.  

 

5. Applications In Smart Homes Smart homes : 

are supposed to be the technology of the future. In future entire homes would be networked and people would be 

able to control any part of the home using a tablet device. Recently there has been lot of research going on Internet 

of Things(IoT). Sentiment Analysis would also find its way in IoT. Like for example, based on the current sentiment 

or emotion of the user, the home could alter its ambiance to create a soothing and peaceful environment. Sentiment 

Analysis can also be used in trend prediction. By tracking public views, important data regarding sales trends and 

customer satisfaction can be extracted. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

It's the process of analyzing online pieces of writing to determine the emotional tone they carry. In simple words, 

sentiment analysis is used to find the author's attitude towards something. Sentiment analysis tools categorize pieces 

of writing as positive, neutral, or negative. Thus, Opinion Mining and Sentiment analysis has wide area of 

applications and it also facing many research challenges. Since the fast growth of internet and internet related 

applications, the Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis become a most interesting research area among natural 

language processing community. A more innovative and effective techniques required to be invented which should 

overcome the current challenges faced by Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis. 

 

5. FUTURE SCOPE 

The approach described in this thesis is therefore only reliably usable within the constraints of the corpus we have 

collected. In future work, we propose an improved system for sentiment prediction based on the lessons learned 

during the work on this thesis. Due to time constraint, the research has been restricted to a sample, but in future, 

people could use Twitter sentiment analysis in real time to predict the price movements of any stock continuously, 

which will also improve the accuracy of prediction. Even researchers can identify new ways of classifying the 

textual data into various moods such as happiness, alertness, certainty, and calmness. In this research, Twitter is the 

only social media taken into account, but various platforms such as, Stock Twits, Yahoo Finance, Facebook, blogs, 

discussion forums can also be analyzed. The research work presented in this thesis has identified new directions for 

future research. This experimental work is an improvement on the accuracy prediction using three different 

algorithms. In this work, the five different numerical datasets are used from Learning Repository. Further, the 

research work may be extended and analyzed with categorical datasets. This can be extended by evaluation criterion 

measures for finding the relevant features and for improving the accuracy of prediction. In this section, the 

limitations of the research are listed: There are many words whose polarity changes from domain to domain. Some 

word may be positive in one domain and the same may be negative in another domain. This is to differentiate 

between opinionated and non-opinionated text. This is used to enhance the performance of the system by including a 

subjectivity detection module to filter out objective facts. Although there exists a number of techniques for finding 

relevant predictions, the following techniques namely ALM, ANN are considered in the research for prediction. The 

experimentation of the proposed algorithms is done only by utilizing the numerical datasets.   

If we perform on real time then we get the exact or correct output regarding that data. 
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